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Roma integration in European labor markets
Nuclei of evidence tell a grim story, but a veil of ignorance impedes
policy efforts
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The Roma are the largest ethnic minority in Europe—as well
as one of the most disadvantaged. A triple vicious circle is
at play: Substandard socio-economic outcomes reinforce
each other; they fuel negative attitudes and perceptions,
leading to ill-chosen policies; and segmentation is
perpetuated through (statistical) discrimination. A severe
lack of data precludes progress. However, existing bits of
evidence point to virtuous ways out.
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Note: Share of the employed as a percentage of the working age population.
Source: [1]

KEY FINDINGS
Pros
A severe segmentation of Roma and non-Roma
populations is documented in both human capital
and labor market outcomes.
Residential segregation results in gaps in educational
attainment, which is a key factor behind these labor
market disparities.
Socio-economic gaps are perpetuated through the
link between parents’ education and household
resources and the educational achievement of
children.
Awareness of the severity of the Roma’s situation, of
the lack of reliable data, and of the inadequacy of
integration policies is increasing.
There are policy options that can facilitate the social
and economic integration of Roma.

Cons
The lack of data and multiple measurement biases
make measuring Roma populations and their socioeconomic conditions almost impossible.
Roma are a highly heterogeneous population in
their level of integration and labor market position,
making generalizations problematic.
Closing the human capital gap between Roma
and non-Roma may not be sufficient to provide
equal chances in the labor market, as differentials
in returns to human capital, signalling unequal
treatment, appear to be the norm.
Political elites lack the will and courage to address
Roma integration challenges.

AUTHOR’S MAIN MESSAGE
Labor market integration of the Roma is a moral and economic imperative. The pathology of social and economic
separation and mistrust affects both Roma and non-Roma populations. Thus, policy intervention must target whole
communities, and its scale and scope must be commensurate with the challenge: preventing the residential and social
segregation that engenders multiple inequalities, addressing the intergenerational transmission of poverty and the human
capital disadvantages of children and their parents, and ensuring equal treatment in the labor market. Political courage
and will are wanted.
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